Make Your Money More Effective in Africa

Partner with the People

Don’t let your money be eaten up by self motivated teams in the middle

➢ Instead, deal directly with the motivated grass roots people to make change

Has proven that directly empowering the people leads to exponential quality of life
improvements thru:
• Education, • Health care • Employment and • Opportunity
The internet and electronic communications have enabled iEmpowerment to deal
directly with motivated individuals and organizations in Africa thereby
disintermediating the old NGO model and its costs.
IEmpowerment’s massive, no cost network enables good works to flourish in Africa
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Background
Bicycles for Humanity®
IEmpowerment has proven thru B4H® and iEmpowerment’s education/health care initiative that it is
highly effective to distribute value and transfer skills directly to and thru the local people. Eliminating
the people in the middle (NGOs) and their teams ensures value goes to the people, who in turn
distribute the value exponentially.
IEmpowerment’s CEO, Pat Montani, M.S.M., previously founded Bicycles for Humanity, a grass roots
movement, which has delivered over 155,000 bicycles, to eleven countries, in sub-Saharan Africa and
trained technicians to maintain the Bicycles. Using this base, local communities built self-sustained, local
businesses maintaining and selling bicycles.
➢ Value of bicycles went to the people
➢ Value of training went to the people
➢ Opportunity went to the people
➢ Sustainable business built by the people
➢ Entrepreneurialism flourished, expanding opportunity
All of the community, from children getting to school to health care workers, seeing more patients have benefitted

Skills Empowerment Centre®
Built on the years of experience with B4H and their extensive technical and marketing backgrounds
iEmpowerment’s founders decided to build a technology platform that suited Africa and to develop a
distribution network to put the benefits directly into the communities.
A Skills Empowerment Centre (SEC) is a technology platform for learning, health care information, skills
development and the distribution of applications.
The core of the SEC is delivered on a USB memory stick. The stick contains thousands of hours of
education in text and video format. The education includes general education for grades thru high
school and a huge amount of health care information and education. Skills development, in areas as
diverse as agriculture and small engine maintenance, is included. Additionally, the memory stick
contains applications for use on Android smart phones and tablets for Health Care Census, Agriculture
Management and Education Tracking.

The Content can be viewed on the computer and with the addition of a wifi router any smart phone or
tablet can access the content. A key thing is that there is no internet requirement.
The memory stick contents can be copied to the computer and then copied over and over as required.
IEmpowerment also provides an online testing and accreditation platform for its clients’ use.
As addressed in the BORGEN Project, 3 solutions to poverty are, educating women, access to healthcare
and creating good jobs. These are substantially addressed in the iEmpowerment USB content.
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Distribution
In order to test and validate iEmpowerment’s distribution methodology and its exponential ability to do
good, iEmpowerment chose local groups to send the memory sticks to.
Those groups then distributed the memory sticks. This has occurred on a massive scale. And thru this
and iEmpowerment’s ability to network the groups, iEmpowerment has developed the largest, most
efficient distribution network in Africa.

A continuously expanding distribution network

A continuously expanding distribution network

IEmpowerment is in the business of:
Enabling clients to distribute their education and health care information widely at very low cost.

IEmpowerment’s Tools:
•

USB memory sticks containing:
o Web server ( or enabling content to be viewed by smart phones and tablets)
o Thousands of hours of textual and video education and health care guides
o Data collection applications to capture health census and educational accomplishment

•

Online platform for testing and accreditation

•

Applications to capture health care information and educational progress

•

Massive databases of proven recipients and forwarders of content
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Clients’ Use of iEmpowerment Tools
➢ Access iEmpowerment’s distribution network
➢ Co-brand the iEmpowerment USB memory sticks
➢ Have iEmpowerment add client content to memory sticks
➢ Set up testing and accreditation, for client content, on on-line platform
➢ Use iEmpowerment applications to collect critical data
➢ Add pc applications to USB
➢ Add Android applications to USB for download to tablets and smart phones
➢ Distribute complementary components, such as computers/wifi routers to network
➢ Use iEmpowerment’s network to distribute client specific items and information
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Imagine what you could do with 100,000
Sample Successes in the Field
Alfred Odoch, Head of Amura Community health in Uganda
“Morning, hw r u pliz am so please with the new technology though many NGO in Africa would not believe for they
are full of driving expensive cars with much money flowing for vehicles and office maintenance. I am not surprised
at all for most NGO in Uganda started the projects for rehabilitation of northern Uganda, but till now Acholi land
still needs rehabilitation. Most people believes in NGO as source of living not knowing that they are used for
project support and later left without anything.”
“ through iEmpowerment, I learned lots of things I can personally teach so many of the good of being independent
than being dependent to NGOs, I use to love NGO work by through iEmpowerment I have learned that once you
empowered the community, they will take it forever and the technology and skills can be pass from generation to
generation than NGOs that when project ended, no one remembers even the project. You are great change to
Uganda and Africa”
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Tom Kiiza, Registrar of Mountain of the moon University in Uganda.
Implemented iEmpowerment material on the university servers for all students to access.

Ray Markham, a Zimbabwe trained doctor heads rural medicine in BC and is on the faculty of UBC
School of medicine
He and 25 medical students brought the program to Zimbabwe and now it is standard for every medical school and
all nurses and doctors in the hospitals there. Their goal is to expand it ,along with testing, to all community health
workers in Zimbabwe.

Kelly Mabley, head of Unite Dental, operates a Dental hygiene school in Vancouver, BC.
Kelly included her courses (unite-dental.com) on the iEmpowerment memory stick and the entire country of
Tanzania has now picked the program up for all dental students and also to train and test community dental
hygienists to provide better dental care.

These are a small example of the successes using iEmpowerment’s approach to working with local people and
enabling them to drive their success. Low cost motivation. There are many examples, thru ‘i-Champions’, faith
based groups, Community Health care Worker groups, schools, etc., etc..

Conclusion
There is new thinking and a new paradigm for helping the people in Africa; deal with them directly and
provide them with the tools so that their self motivation towards a better life takes over. ‘Do not
provide fish, provide fishing poles and training’ as the old expression goes.
IEmpowerment will co-brand its USB memory sticks for its clients and customize them with the client’s
content. IEmpowerment will also give its clients reach into its champions network for distribution of the
memory sticks and/or the client’s product or service. See Clients’ use of iEmpowerment tools above.
Powerful, inexpensive services for far reaching results

Benefits
➢ Value: Reach a massive audience at low cost
➢ Continuing positive legacy

Make the Most of Your Philanthropy
To formulate your approach, Contact:
Pat Montani

pat@iempowerment.org

+1 604 902-3452 Skype: patwhistler

Monty Richardson

monty@iempowerment.org

+1 705 888-2411 Skype: montycom2
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